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Treasure 
32 Count, 4 Wall, Beginner 

Choreographer: Brenda Bradley (July 2013) 
Choreographed to: Treasure by Bruno Mars, 

Album: Unorthodox Jukebox 

 
The album track starts with an explicit line just before the music. There is a clean version on iTunes. 
Start: 4 count intro. Start on vocals. 
  
 Forward Shuffle 4 times 
1&2 Forward shuffle right, left, right 
3&4 Forward shuffle left, right, left 
5&6 Forward shuffle right, left, right 
7&8 Forward shuffle left, right, left 
 
 Walk Back 4, Side Step & Touch, Side Step & Touch 
1-4 Walk back right, left, right, left 
5-6 Side step right, touch left foot to right 
7-8 Side step left, touch right foot to left 
 
 Cross Rock, Shuffle 2 times 
1-2 Cross right foot over left rocking forward on right then recover left 
3&4 Shuffle sideways right, left, right 
5-6 Cross left foot over right rocking forward on the left then recover right 
7&8 Shuffle sideways left, right, left 
 
 Step Point 2 times, Jazz Box with ¼ Turn Right 
1-2 Step forward with the right foot, point left with the left toe 
3-4 Step forward with the left foot, point right with the right toe 
5-6 Cross right foot over left, step back with left foot 
7 Step right with right foot while turning ¼ turn to the right 
8 Step left foot beside right foot 
 
Notes:   
For ultra beginners, the Tags can be skipped and the jazz box can be replaced with a 4 count ¼ turn right. 
 
Optional TAG: Because the chorus to the song is 48 counts, there is an optional tag to be added on each 
 chorus  (after the 3rd, 6th & 8th time).  
 Shuffle Forward 2 times, Walk Back 2, Walk in place 2 
1&2 Forward shuffle right, left, right 
3&4 Forward shuffle left, right, left 
5-6 Walk back right, left 
7-8 Walk in place right, left 
 
 Cross Rock, Shuffle 2 times 
1-2 Cross right foot over left rocking forward on right then recover left 
3&4 Shuffle sideways right, left, right 
5-6 Cross left foot over right rocking forward on the left then recover right 
7&8 Shuffle sideways left, right, left 
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